Pioneering
wood joining

P-System
anniversary offers

Binding. Inspiring. For the last 50 years.
Maximum customer benefits through unique increase in efficiency. The prizewinning
P-System from Lamello is distinguished by unprecedented flexibility, speed and simplicity
throughout the entire design, manufacture, transport and assembly process. On the occasion of its 50th anniversary, Lamello is making unbeatable anniversary offers revolving
around the P-System.
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Zeta P2 anniversary edition
Quick, simple and precise – Zeta P2. The profile biscuit joiner for anchoring the
P-System connectors Clamex P, Tenso P and Divario P gleams for the anniversary
with high quality engraving and lifting mechanics in gold colouring. In addition
to the optical adjustments, the P-System biscuit joiner will be available through
specialist dealers at an attractive anniversary prize.

3-year warranty
When you purchase a Zeta P2 anniversary edition and register your new device
online, you receive an extension of the warranty and comprehensive security
with regard to repair costs for a total of 3 years following the purchase date.

P-System connector assortment
The two Basic and Professional connector assortments are equally suited for
beginners and P-System professionals. Both contain the proven and innovative
P-System connectors, as well as a variety of assembly accessories and are
delivered in the high quality systainer.

P-System Basic connector assortment
Equipped with the two bestselling wood connectors Clamex P-14 and Tenso
P-14, the Basic assortment offers an easy introduction to the P-System. This
package is supplemented by the middle wall connector Camex P Medius and
the Bisco P aligning element.

P-System Professional connector assortment
assortment. The high quality T-Loc sortainer contains not only all P-System
connectors in all sizes, including the brand new Tenso P-10 for gluing together
thin materials with material thicknesses from 12 mm, but also various userfriendly accessories such as the assembly tools for Clamex P snd Divario P.
Take advantage of the anniversary offerings from specialist dealers as of
13 May 2019. You can also find all information on the anniversary offerings
at our website.
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